Pathfinder 2 Playtest Sheets 8th Lvl Summon Nature’s Ally Creatures
ELDER AIR ELEMENTAL

CREATURE 11

Air
Elemental
Huge

Perception +19; darkvision
Languages Auran
Skills +12; Acrobatics +23, Stealth +21
Str +6, Dex +7, Con +4, Int +0, Wis +0, Cha +0
AC 31, TAC 31; Fort +15, Ref +21, Will +15
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Melee tendril +22 (reach 15 feet), Damage 3d10+7 fire plus 3d6 persistent fire
Blue Flames When the fire elemental scores a critical hit, its body surges with blue flames, increasing the damage of its intense heat
to 5d10 until the start of its next turn.
Water Weakness When this creature is doused with water, either through a spell or some other effect (such as pouring a bucket of
water over it) it takes its water weakness value damage. If it starts its turn within water it also takes that amount of damage.

ELDER WATER ELEMENTAL

HP 145; Immunities asleep, critical hits, paralysis, poison, precision, stun
High Winds (air, aura) 40 feet. Air in the aura is difficult terrain for flying creatures that do not have the air trait.
Disperse
Trigger The air elemental takes damage from a hostile source.
Effect The air elemental disperses. Until the end of the current turn, it can’t be attacked or targeted, doesn’t take up space, and
deactivates its aura. At the end of the turn, the elemental re-forms in any space it can fit in within 50 feet of where it dispersed
and its aura reactivates.
Speed fly 100 feet; swiftness
Melee gust +22 (reach 15 feet), Damage 4d6+8 bludgeoning plus Push 5 feet
Breath Weapon (air) The elemental breathes a 30-foot cone of air. Creatures in the cone must succeed at a DC 26 Fortitude save or
be knocked away from the elemental. A creature knocked into a solid object takes 4d6 bludgeoning damage. The air elemental can’t
use Breath Weapon again for 1d4 rounds.

Aquatic
Elemental
Huge
Water

CREATURE 11

Perception +20; darkvision
Languages Aquan
Skills +9; Athletics +21, Stealth +19
Str +6, Dex +7, Con +6, Int +0, Wis +0, Cha +0

AC 29, TAC 29; Fort +17, Ref +20, Will +15
HP 195; Immunities asleep, critical hits, paralysis, poison, precision, stun; Resistances fire 10
Vortex (aura, water) 40 feet. Water in the aura and also in the same body of water as the elemental is difficult terrain for swimming
creatures that do not have the water trait. Waterbound When not touching water, a water elemental is slowed 1 and can’t take
reactions.
Vortex Pull (water)
Trigger A creature in the elemental’s vortex takes a move action.
Effect The elemental creates a current of water, forcing the triggering creature to attempt a DC 26 Athletics check to Swim. If the
triggering creature fails, it’s pulled 30 feet toward the elemental and the triggering move action is lost.
Speed 30 feet, swim 80 feet

Success Knocked back 10 feet
Critical Success Unaffected
Failure Knocked back 20 feet
Critical Failure Knocked back 20 feet and the target is knocked prone

Melee wave +22 (reach 15 feet), Damage 3d12+9 bludgeoning plus Push 10 feet

Swiftness An air elemental doesn’t trigger reactions with its movement.

Drench (abjuration, arcane) The elemental puts out all fires within 5 feet. It extinguishes nonmagical fires automatically, and tries to
dispel any magical fire (as 6th-level dispel magic, spell roll +16).

Push

Push

Requirements The monster’s last action was a success with an attack that lists Push in its damage entry.
Effect The monster automatically knocks the target away from the monster. Unless otherwise noted in the ability description, the creature
is pushed 5 feet. If the attack was a critical hit, this distance is doubled.

ELDER EARTH ELEMENTAL

CREATURE 11

Perception +20; darkvision
Languages Terran
Skills +12; Athletics +21, Stealth +19
Str +7, Dex –1, Con +7, Int +0, Wis +0, Cha –1

Earth
Elemental
Huge

Requirements The monster’s last action was a success with an attack that lists Push in its damage entry.
Effect The monster automatically knocks the target away from the monster. Unless otherwise noted in the ability description, the
creature is pushed 5 feet. If the attack was a critical hit, this distance is doubled.

GOLIATH SPIDER
Perception +18; darkvision, tremorsense 120 feet
Languages —
Skills +9; Acrobatics +19, Athletics +21, Stealth +19
Str +8, Dex +7, Con +7, Int –5, Wis +1, Cha –4

AC 30, TAC 26; Fort +20, Ref +14, Will +16

AC 28, TAC 25; Fort +20, Ref +15, Will +14

HP 185; Immunities asleep, critical hits, paralysis, poison, precision, stun
Earthbound When not touching solid ground, an earth elemental is slowed 1 and can’t take reactions.

HP 228

Spike Stones (arcane, aura, earth, transmutation) 10 feet. Spikes of rock rise up from all stone surfaces in the aura, creating difficult
terrain. A creature moving in the terrain takes 2d8 piercing damage for each square of spikes it moves into (though a Large or larger
creature takes damage only once for each square it moves, even if its space covers multiple squares of spikes). Creature with the
earth trait ignore all effects of the aura.

Tremorsense The spider’s tremorsense applies against only creatures touching its web.

Crumble
Trigger The elemental takes damage from a hostile source while atop rock or earth.
Effect The elemental crumbles into the ground, burrowing down 15 feet. This burrowing does not trigger reactions. The elemental can’t
use this reaction if it emerged from the ground earlier this round.
Speed 30 feet, burrow 30 feet (earth glide)
Melee fist +21 (reach 15 feet), Damage 3d10+7 bludgeoning

Spring Upon Prey
Requirements This reaction can be used only before initiative has been rolled.
Trigger A creature touches the spider’s web while the spider is lying in wait within the web.
Effect The goliath spider automatically notices the creature and can Stride, Climb, or Descends on a Web before rolling initiative.
Speed 45 feet, climb 30 feet, web descent 120 feet
Melee fangs +22 (reach 10 feet), Damage 3d10+8 piercing plus goliath spider venom
Melee leg +22 (agile, reach 15 feet), Damage 3d8+8 bludgeoning
Ranged web +20 touch (range increment 60 feet), Effect web tether

Earth Glide The elemental can burrow through dirt and stone at its full burrow Speed, leaving no tunnels or signs of its passing.

ELDER FIRE ELEMENTAL

CREATURE 11

Animal
Gargantuan

CREATURE 11

Elemental
Fire
Huge

Perception +20; darkvision
Languages Ignan
Skills +12; Acrobatics +21
Str +7, Dex +7, Con +5, Int +0, Wis +0, Cha +0
AC 29, TAC 29; Fort +16, Ref +20, Will +15
HP 205, explosion; Immunities asleep, critical hits, fire, paralysis, poison, precision, stun; Weaknesses cold 15, water 15
Intense Heat (aura, fire) 10 feet. Any creature that enters or starts its turn in the aura must succeed at a DC 24 Fortitude save or take
5d6 fire damage (half damage on a success, no damage on a critical success, double damage on a critical failure).
Explosion (fire) When the elemental dies, it explodes, dealing 7d6 fire damage to all creatures in a 25-foot aura (Reflex DC 24 half,
double damage on a critical failure, no damage on a critical success).
Speed 80 feet

Descend on a Web (move) The goliath spider Descends on a Web up to 120 feet straight down. It can hang from the web or drop
off. The distance it Descends on the Web doesn’t count for calculating falling damage. If a creature succeeds at an attack against the
web, it can sever it (AC 20, TAC 17, 20 hardness).
Goliath Spider Venom (poison) Saving Throw Fortitude DC 26; Maximum Duration 6 rounds; Stage 1 2d6 poison and slowed 1 (1 round);
Stage 2 2d6 poison and slowed 2 (1 round); Stage 3 paralyzed for 2d4 hours
Leg Strikes (attack) The spider makes two leg Strikes, each against a different creature. The two attacks use the same multiple
attack penalty and count as one attack for calculating the spider’s multiple attack penalty.
Web Reel (manipulate)
Requirements A creature is tethered to the goliath spider’s web tether.
Effect If the goliath spider succeeds at an Athletics check against the creature’s Fortitude DC, it pulls that creature 20 feet closer to
it (double distance on a critical success, half distance on a failure, no distance on a critical failure).
Web Tether A creature hit by the spider’s web Strike is entangled and tethered to the spider, preventing it from moving farther away
from the spider. The trapped creature or an adjacent creature can attempt a DC 28 Athletics check to Break Open the entangling
web. Severing the tether requires attacking it and breaking it (AC 20, TAC 17, Hardness 20).

TYRANNOSAURUS
Animal
Dinosaur
Gargantuan

CREATURE 10

Perception +18; low-light vision, scent 30 feet
Languages —

Skills +8; Athletics +22
Str +7, Dex +1, Con +5, Int –4, Wis +2, Cha +0
AC 25, TAC 23; Fort +19, Ref +15, Will +14
HP 233
Speed 40 feet
Melee jaws +20 (deadly 1d12, reach 20 feet), Damage 3d12+7 piercing plus Grab
Melee foot +20 (reach 15 feet), Damage 3d8+7
Earth Shaker The tyrannosaurus creates tremors as it moves. Any time the tyrannosaurus moves adjacent to a Large or smaller creature,
that creature must succeed at a DC 22 Acrobatics check or fall prone. A creature needs to attempt the check only the first time the
tyrannosaur moves adjacent to it in a given turn.
Fling
Requirement A creature is grabbed in the tyrannosaurus’s jaws.
Effect The tyrannosaurus flings the creature into the air up to 10 feet up from its mouth and 20 feet away. The creature falls 25 feet
(assuming the tyrannosaurus flings it as high as it can) and takes falling damage accordingly. If the flung creature lands in the same
square as another creature, the creature it lands on takes 4d6 damage. The creature being landed on can attempt a DC 23 Reflex
save to halve the damage (or take no damage on a critical success).
Swallow Whole (attack) Medium, 2d6+7 bludgeoning, toughness 18
The monster attempts to swallow a creature of the listed size or smaller that it has grabbed in its jaws or mouth. If a swallowed creature
is of the maximum size listed, the monster can’t use Swallow Whole again. If the creature is smaller than the maximum, the monster
can usually swallow more creatures; the GM determines the maximum. The monster attempts an Athletics check opposed by the grabbed
creature’s Reflex DC. If it succeeds, it swallows the creature. The monster’s jaws or mouth no longer grabs a creature it has swallowed,
so the monster is free to use them to Strike or Grab once again. The monster can’t attack creatures it has swallowed.
A swallowed creature is grabbed, slowed 1, and has to hold its breath or start suffocating. The swallowed creature takes the listed amount
of damage when first swallowed and at the end of each of its turns while it’s swallowed. Escaping this ability’s grabbed condition puts
the victim back in the monster’s mouth. This frees any other creature grabbed in the monster’s mouth. A swallowed creature can attack
the monster that has swallowed it, but only with unarmed attacks or with weapons of light Bulk or less. These attacks target the
monster’s TAC. If the monster takes piercing or slashing damage equaling or exceeding the toughness value listed in its Swallow Whole
entry, the swallowed creature cuts a large enough opening to exit through. The creature can immediately breathe and exits the swallowing
monster’s space.
If the monster dies, a swallowed creature can be freed by creatures adjacent to the corpse spending a combined total of 3 actions cutting
with a weapon or unarmed attack that deals piercing or slashing damage.
Trample Huge or smaller, foot, DC 24
The monster Strides up to double its Speed and can move through the spaces of creatures of the listed size, Trampling each creature
whose space it enters. A trampled creature takes the damage of the listed Strike, but can attempt a Reflex save at the listed DC (half
damage on a success, no damage on a critical success, double damage on a critical failure).
Grab
Requirements The monster’s last action was a success with an attack that lists Grab in its damage entry, or it has a creature grabbed
using this action.
Effect The monster automatically Grabs the target until the end of the monster’s next turn. The creature is grabbed by whichever body part
the monster attacked with, and that body part can’t be used to Strike creatures until the grab is ended.
Using Grab extends the duration of the monster’s Grab until the end of its next turn for all creatures grabbed by it.
The grabbed creature can Escape using Acrobatics or Break the Grapple with Athletics, and the Grab ends if the monster moves away.

